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AIM
To understand how water erosion created the Grand Canyon over many thousands  
of years. 

The Grand Canyon is 277 miles long, one mile deep and up to 18 miles wide.

The Grand Canyon was created over thousands of years by the Colorado 
River which runs along the bottom of the canyon.

Five million visitors are attracted to the Grand Canyon every year.

Did
you

know?
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WOW LEARNING RESOURCES KS1/P1-3

OBJECTIVES
•  To have an understanding of the role water played in creating the Grand Canyon.
• To relate this to a classroom experiment in creating erosion.
• To introduce key vocabulary: erode, erosion, valley, canyon, channel.

TIMING
40 minutes

RESOURCES
Photographs of the Grand Canyon, 
sand in a sandpit or tray (with a bucket 
to catch water), plastic jug and water, 
paper and pencils. 

CURRICULUM LINKS

England SCIENCE

Wales SCIENCE

Scotland SCIENCES

GRAND 
CANYON

We are Living Streets, the UK charity for everyday walking. These learning resources 
support participation in WOW, the year-round walk to school challenge.

For further information on WOW and the full set of learning resources, visit
www.livingstreets.org.uk/walktoschool

Get in touch: walktoschool@livingstreets.org.uk    020 7377 4900



INTRODUCTION
Look at some photographs of the Grand Canyon. It was formed over many thousands of 
years by water running through the rock. The Grand Canyon is in Arizona in North America 
and can be fiercely hot in summer and very cold in winter. Talk about water sources near 
the school – are there any rivers, lakes, streams, ditches? If it is a naturally formed water 
source, the water cuts through the landscape. Explain that the children will be creating an 
experiment to observe how water erodes soil and sand to create a path over time.  

DEVELOPMENT 
Pack a layer of damp sand or soil in a sandpit or on a tray (with a bucket to catch the 
water). It might be worth preparing this before the session or the day before and letting it 
dry. Using a jug, drizzle water over the sand and observe how it splits into finger shapes. 
These create valleys over time. Pick one of the ‘valleys’ and pour more water down it 
and observe how the soil or sand is washed away (eroded) and how the water creates a 
channel. Ask children to pour more water down the channel and watch the erosion that 
happens. What shapes does the water create? Is the channel straight or twisty? What 
would happen if something was in the way like a tree? Keep pouring water until you have 
created a deep channel or canyon. Relate this back to the creation of the Grand Canyon. 
Can they see similarities in the photographs of the canyon?   

PLENARY 
Talk about the experiment and what you observed. Ask each child to draw the sand/soil 
before and after. They can label the key parts: soil/sand, water, channel/canyon and add 
in any observations. 

EXTENSION 
The next time it rains observe how the rain moves. Encourage the children to study how 
raindrops flow down a window – are they straight or twisted? Do they join up or stay 
separate? Pick a raindrop and have a raindrop race with a friend.  

GRAND CANYON
LESSON PLAN

If you require these learning resources in Welsh please email wales@livingstreets.org.uk
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